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The Rain in Spain
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n March, we had the great privilege of traveling to Europe
together to visit and meet with Camino missionaries
serving in Spain. We had our fair share of rain, although
we did not stay mainly on the plain. We rented a car in
Madrid, visited 14 Camino missionaries in 6 cities over the
course of 10 days, and left the kids in Texas with Lori’s mom
while we were away.

Pray for this team to grow numerically for even greater impact
in Baeza and its neighboring town of Ubeda.

In Sevilla (southwest), the Camino-affiliated “Al-Andalus”
theological seminary is situated adjacent to a 13th century
monastery. During the late 16th century, at this monastery,
and despite the encroaching persecution of the inquisition,
two monks who were impacted by the protestant reformation
translated scripture into Spanish from original biblical
languages. Later to be known as the “Reina-Valera” version,
this translation is still in wide use today by Spanish speakers
all over the world. The monastery has been mostly empty
for decades, and the Al-Andalus seminary in the process of
trying to acquire it.
Pray for wisdom, timing and the resources needed to purchase
the monastery from the provincial government and renovate it
as the seminary’s permanent home. Join the 16th century prayer
of Cipriano de Valera, one of the Reina-Valera bible translators,
who prayed in 1588 that “if, someday, God has compassion on

Phil and Lori with Camino missionaries
in Toledo, south of Madrid

Spain is among the most spiritually needy Western nations.
Evangelical Christians in Spain number less than half of
one percent of the population. And unlike our experience
in Latin America, Spaniards are typically resistant to God’s
Word, slow to respond to the gospel. But God is doing some
tremendous things in Spain through Camino teams. Here
are just a few highlights:

Sevilla, it would be proper that this Monastery of San Isidoro is
converted into a university, where theology is principally taught...
so that greater things than those that God has done in our time
will take place in the future.” How exciting it would be to see a
16th century prayer answered in the 21st century!!

In Madrid (central), Camino missionaries provide leadership
for an innovative gospel choir ministry. Because of Spaniards’
love of music, and appreciation for American black gospel
music in particular, people that would likely never step foot
in a church have the opportunity to hear the gospel through
scripture and lyrics at concert presentations.
Pray for this music outreach as a tool for many Spaniards to
hear Christ’s good news (which is literally what ‘gospel’ means).
Pray also for the adaptation and ministry preparation of several
Camino families who have recently arrived, or will arrive soon,
to serve in and around the Madrid area.

In Baeza (south), missionaries from Guatemala serve alongside
an American couple. Together as a multicultural team, they
are focused on making disciples, training leaders, and growing
a healthy church.

At the Monastery of San Isidoro del Campo, Phil stands with
the directors of two Camino-affiliated seminaries in Spain;
Chris Matthews (Al-Andalus Seminary, Sevilla) and Pedro Sanjaime
(IBSTE Bible Institute, Barcelona)
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In Barcelona (northeast), across the country from Sevilla,
another Camino-affiliated school raising a generation of
Spaniards for ministry is IBSTE, just two blocks from the beach
of the Mediterranean. IBSTE is actually two schools in one.
In addition to the Spanish student body, a large population
of Chinese students come to IBSTE to study God’s Word in
Mandarin because formal theological education is unavailable
to them in their homeland.
Pray for the spiritual growth and ministry preparation of both
the Spanish and Chinese students studying in Barcelona, as well
as for unique and new opportunities for academic collaboration
between IBSTE in Barcelona and Al-Andalus in Sevilla.

Thank you! Because of this visit to Spain, we are better
equipped to support global ministries and provide mission
leadership from the vantage point of Dallas. Thank you for
your prayers, and for your support and faithful partnership in

the journey which have made this trip, and the past 21 years
with Camino, possible.

